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STAGeS And RISeRS
platform 
Constructed with a ¾" thick solid plywood 
core, the riser shall be surfaced with one of 
the following: 

Option 1: Carpet 

Option 2: 1/8" thick tempered hardboard

The edges of the platform shall be routed 
to allow the frame to fit flush with the top 
surface and cover the ends of the carpet-
ing. 

Frame 
16 gauge, 1-13/16" high formed steel 
channel frame shall be reinforced with 16 
gauge steel angle welded to the inside of the 
channel. The angle shall provide a continu-
ous support to which the decking is secured 
with screws placed a maximum of 9" apart. 
The frame shall completely enclose the top, 
bottom and edges of the decking perimeter 
preventing the decking from becoming loose 
and damaged. All areas where frame parts 
are joined together shall be reinforce with 
steel plates attached with rivets.

Leg Structure 
Each leg structure shall be constructed 
if 1.05" diameter, 14 gauge steel tubing 
capped at the point of floor contact with 
high impact plastic glides. The vertical 
load bearing members shall be joined at 
the top by full width, steel tube to provide 
maximum support to the stage deck. The 
top of each leg assembly shall fold open 
and closed, using 16 gauge steel saddle 
clips that are secured with at least four 
screws. Leg assemblies shall be braced 
by friction type braces, equipped with a 
spring locking device to secure the legs in 
the open and closed position. Braces shall 
be secured to the leg assembly with rivets 
and to the deck using 8 screws installed 
through the decking. Legs shall open and 
close using only one hand. Gravity ring 
type brace locks are not acceptable. 

Ganging 
Stages and risers shall be equipped with 
drop-in couplings that allow units of the 
same or different heights to be joined 

together. All ganging devices shall be 
permanently secured to each unit. Ganging 
devices that is not permanently attached 
are not acceptable.

Finish 
All metal parts are to be finished with a 
black thermofused epoxy powdercoating. 

Capacity  
All metal parts shall be designed to carry 
a uniform live load of at least 200 lbs. per 
square foot.

portability 
Stages and risers shall be capable of being 
completely set-up and taken apart quickly, 
without the need for tools, by two people 
of average strength.

Warranty 
Stages and risers shall be covered by 10-
year warranty.

TRAnS-poRT
General 
Risers shall consist of three 18" wide 
levels, 8", 16" and 24" high that are per-
manently joined with hinge mechanisms to 
enable the unit to open and close in a uni-
fied fashion. Each unit shall be equipped 
with wheels for easy transportation when 
folded and to allow for easy positioning 
after the unit has been set up.

Frame 
Riser levels shall be supported by a 3" 
deep, double walled, extruded anodized 
aluminum frame that overlaps the top of 
each level to protect the carpet edge. 2 
screws and lock nuts per bracket shall 
be used to secure hinge to frame. Frames 
must be joined with welded 5/16" bolt 
hinge. 

platform 
Riser platforms shall be constructed of 
¾" thick plywood, surfaced with polyolefin 
carpet.

Foldability 
Risers shall be easily foldable and shall be 
easy to transport form place to place by 
an adult of average strength.

Ganging 
Risers shall easily attach to each other 
without lifting unit by connecting ganging 
cord onto latch underneath the adjoining 
riser.

optional Guardrails 
Guardrails shall be constructed of black 
epoxy powdercoated tubular steel and 
shall be equipped with clamp-on attach-
ments for easy installation. Guardrail 
must attach to unit using bolt.

Warranty 
Trans-port risers shall be covered by 5-
year warranty.

ManUFaCTUrer's 
WarranTY

National Public Seating Corp. offers 
the original user a warranty against 
all manufacturing defects in material 
and workmanship. If defective, NPS 
will, at its option, repair or replace the 
defective product. This warranty does 
not apply to damage resulting from 
misuse, abuse or neglect. Authorization 
for return and/or repairs is required by 
contacting your dealer. This warranty 
gives you specific rights, and you may 
also have other rights which vary from 
state to state. 
Orders are accepted under the express agreement that under 
no circumstances will seller be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages, or for any other loss, damage or 
expense of any kind, including loss of profits, arising in 
connection with the order or with the use or inability to 
use seller’s products furnished under the order. Seller’s 
maximum liability shall not exceed and buyer’s remedy is 
limited to either (i) repair or replacement of the defective 
part or product, or at seller’s option, (ii) return of the 
product and refund of the purchase price. Such remedy shall 
be the buyer’s entire and exclusive remedy.
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Trans-porT sTanding Choral risers

STRAIGHT JoIned UnITS
TApeRed 

JoIned UnITS

Built-in  
ganging 
mechanism

porTaBle sTanding Choral risers

TApeRed
RISeRS

5
Year

WarranTY

STRAIGHT
RISeR

The TRAnS-poRT is a 72" wide unitized three-level carpeted riser, 
available either tapered or straight,  that conveniently sets-up in sec-
onds. Grey frame with Grey carpet.

Easy to set-up RISeR. Allows for quick arrangement for all perfor-
mance venues. Comes in various sizes either tapered or straight.
Choice of hardboard surface or carpet in Blue, Green, Grey or Red.

Flips open and sets up with minimal effort!

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

10
Year

WarranTY
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Note: Sets and configurations 
are assembled using individual 
stages and pie shape units

SeATed 
RISeR SeTS

RInG

oVAL

BoW

The poRTABLe SeATed RISeR configuration is put together using multiple stage sets and pie-shaped units.
Using any of the below configurations, it is ideal for events that require choir/band participants attention guided to the 
center. It is also great for maintaining an organized appearance at performances and to help facilitate instruction during 
practice. Guardrails are included for safety. Choice of hardboard surface or carpet in Blue, Green, Grey or Red.

porTaBle seaTed risers

CARpeTed 

SURFACe

CoLoRS 

BLUe

GReen

GReY

Red

10
Year

WarranTY
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sTages & seaTed risers

10
Year

WarranTY

Stages are 
outfitted with 
ganging to easily 
connect multiple 
stages

Combine STAGeS of the same height to construct one large stage 
— or use progressive heights for seated band- or choral riser  
configurations. Choice of hardboard surface or carpet in Blue, 
Green, Grey or Red.
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nATIonAL pUBLIC SeATInG has broadened it’s line of public 
seating products to include a full array of Stages & Risers fill the 
needs of assembly requirements and performance applications. 
Whether your venue requires single height portable stages, mul-
tiple levels, or entire stage configuration, NPS offers affordable 
prices, quick ship and superior craftsmanship to provide you with 
the best value. Combine Stages of the same height to construct 
one large stage, or use progressive heights for Seated Band or 
Choral Riser configurations. Outfitted with installed ganging to 
easily connect units to create a large stage or multi level riser. 
Choose from Hardboard surface or carpeted in your choice of 
Blue, Green, Grey or Red.

Built with 16 gauge steel frames and premium grade plywood 
core, these carpeted or hardboard stages are durable and por-
table. Legs are made with 14 gauge tubular steel and outfitted 
with spring-loaded easy to open/close support brackets, for quick 
set-up and safe use.

portable Seated Riser configurations in Ring, Oval, or Bow styles 
are put together using multiple stage sets and pie-shaped units 
& are ideal for events that require choir/band participants atten-
tion guided to the center. Also great for maintaining an organized 
appearance at performances and to help facilitate instruction 
during practice. Guardrails are included for safety.

portable Choral Standing Risers are also easy to set-up and 
allow for quick arrangement for all performance venues. Units 
easily attach to one another to provide multi-level heights. Avail-
able in both straight and tapered units allowing for continuous 
or semi-circle arrangements. Guardrails are recommended for 
safety.

The Trans-port Riser unit eliminates the need to set-up multi lev-
el risers. The Trans-port is a unitized three-level carpeted choral 
riser that conveniently allows set-up in seconds. Unit is outfitted 
with built-in wheels making it easy to transport from room to 
room and load into a vehicle. Built with 14 gauge legs our unit is 
strong, safe and durable. The Trans-port is built with aluminum 
frames making it much lighter than a steel frame unit but is just 
as strong. Multiple units can be connected, using our straight or 
tapered units, to create a variety of configurations.    

Accessories include Stage Dollies, Steps, Guardrails (recom-
mended for safety) & Skirting. The Dolly allows you to conve-
niently store and transport up to six stages; 36" or 48" from 
place to place, safely. Built with 14 gauge tubular steel and rolls 
on four 5 inch casters. Steps are made of high grade plywood 
edged in vinyl T-molding. Polypropylene textured Grey surface 
and handrails prevent users from slipping.   The Black frame is 
built with 14 gauge steel tubing and clamps securely to the stage 
at any point. Unit rolls on two wheels for easy set-up. Choose one 
of three convenient heights to match 16", 24" & 32" Stage set-
ups. Guardrails are recommended while using any of our stages 
or risers to ensure safety, & are available in different sizes to 
accommodate your setup. Black in color, they assemble & install 
easily. Shirred or Box Pleat style skirting is available in multiple 
sizes & colors & includes mating Velcro.

sTages & seaTed risers

GUARd RAILS 
In 3 widths

STepS  
for Stages
In 3 heights

opTIonAL eqUIpmenT for 
STAGeS & SeATed RISeRS

BLACKHUnTeR

BURGUndY nAVY

SHIRRed pLeAT
SKIRTInG

BoX pLeAT
SKIRTInG

Stage dolly (SdL)

Stages are 
outfitted with 
ganging to easily 
connect multiple 
stages

Convenient built-
in latch secures 
stages to dolly 
when being trans-
ported

National Public 
SEATING Corp.

STAGe SKIRTInG


